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Reviewer’s report:

Minor Essential Revisions.
1# Abstract # Case Presentation# “rRT-PCR” should be modified to “RT-PCR”.
2# Abstract # Case Presentation# respectively. 11 close: The middle needs space.
3# Background: most affected patients had a history: “affected” should be modified to “infected”.
4# Background: human H7N9 case who is the son of the index case was confirmed: “is” should be modified to “was”.
5# Case Presentation: Patients: to Zaozhuang Shili Hospital on April 21: “Shili” should be modified to city.
6# Case Presentation: Patients: April 14. He was given: The middle needs space.

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Acceptable

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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